Who are Terror4fun ???
An Introduction to Terror4fun
Terror4fun is an organisation based in Leicester that promotes all things zombie, initially the
idea of Zombie Ed and Samantha Thurlow, late 2004. Our website www.terror4fun.com get
approximately 200,000 visitors a year and this number is rapidly growing as word of our work
spreads. We also organise zombie events in the UK, coming face to face with thousands of
zombie fans every year, so we are not just a web based presence, we are in amongst fans of the
zombie genre. We also support independent zombie film productions by acting as a focal
point and contact area for people all over the world making zombie films. We have hooked
up film makers with extras, make up artists and people with necessary props to enable more
zombie films to be made at a higher standard than ever before. We also have downloadable
zombie make up guides for people to create a better quality of zombie with, from films to simply people attending Halloween parties.
Terror4fun Events
The main event we run every year is Zombie Fest, where the hardcore fans of the genre get
together. We show zombie films, play zombie games and also run a LRP (Live Role Play)
event where people act as characters within a zombie environment. In 2007, 60 people started,
soon the infection spread and after 7 hours of plot, props, costumes and actors only 1 person
survived the zombies rampage. We have also hosted Zombie nights at nightclubs, held make
up demonstrations for hundreds of people and in October 2007 will be running our first Zombie Film Festival, called Day of the Undead. We also promote ourselves, our mailing list and
other zombie activities at Zombie-walks and events around the UK.
Terror4fun and the Media
Our obsession with zombies has brought us media attention, we have been interviewed in a
full page article in one of America’s biggest horror magazines, have appeared in numerous
British horror magazines and had a full page article on the SFX magazine website. In the summer of 2007, Channel 4 attended Zombie Fest to film a short documentary about what we do,
to be screened in November.
Day of the Undead
Day of the Undead is our first foray into the world of Zombie Film Festivals, although we have
been supporting independent zombie film production for a number of years now. It is being
held at the Phoenix Arts Centre in Leicester on October 27th, 2007. We will be introducing
and showing five zombie feature films with a mixture of classic, new, UK and foreign films
from the genre but also having make up workshops, guest stars and showing short zombie
films through other screening areas throughout the building. We will also be running a Best
Dressed Zombie competition, giving away Zombie films and prizes and two zombie films will
be there recruiting for extras and help.
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